
Greeting guests with a stunning mountain contemporary entrance, The Single Tree has a beautiful front porch
that enters into a coffered ceiling foyer. To the left of the front entrance is a hallway that leads to the coffered
ceiling & exposed beams dedicated study & spacious laundry room, that is also connected to the primary suite
walk-in closet. Via the dual entry primary walk-in closet, the home owner is entered into the unique spa bath,
that has a soaking tub, two vanity sinks, and standing shower. A coffered ceiling, exposed beams primary
suite is accentuated by large windows to provide natural lighting and private access to the covered deck! The
great room, complete with a fireplace, enters home owners into the exclusive dining room and spacious open-
concept kitchen, which has luxury appliances, expansive countertops & kitchen storage area. Completing the
main floor of The Single Tree is the guest en-suite bedroom!

Entering the lower level of The Single Tree, guests are immediately welcomed by a stunning exposed beam
ceiling in the recreation room that is accentuated by a stunning fireplace in the center of the room. This open-
concept area has a spacious game room along with an open wet bar that expands the length of the wall.
Completing the lower level are two en-suite bedrooms that both have their own spacious en-suite bathrooms.
Finishing our tour of the lower level of The Single Tree, this Blue Sky Custom Homes home provides a
covered patio as the walk-out basement option and a spacious un-finished storage area!

Completing The Single Tree is a hidden, bonus Upper Level recreation room that has accented natural
lighting windows and exposed beams that would be a perfect game room, private workout room, or additional
work room. A stunning ranch style contemporary mountain home outfitted on acreage, The Single Tree is the
perfect forever home in the sustainable lifestyle community of Fox Hill!
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SINGLE  TREE
BY BLUE SKY CUSTOM HOMES 

4 BED, 5 BATH // 5,007 FINISHED SQFT

4/26/2022

January 2023 Completion
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BLUE SKY CUSTOM HOMES AT FOX HILL                                        

MAIN LEVEL & UPPER GREAT ROOM // 2,940 SQFT FINISHED

LOWER LEVEL // 2,067 SQFT FINISHED


